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Abstract—Training data in real world is often presented in random chunks. Yet existing sequential Incremental IDR/QR LDA (s-QR/IncLDA) can only process data one sample after another. This paper proposes a constructive chunk Incremental IDR/QR LDA (c-QR/IncLDA) for multiple data samples incremental learning. Given a chunk of \( s \) samples for incremental learning, the proposed c-QR/IncLDA increments current discriminant model \( \Omega \), by implementing computation on the compressed residue matrix \( \Delta \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times s} \), instead of the entire incoming data chunk \( \mathbf{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times s} \) where \( s \ll d \). Meanwhile, we derive a more accurate reduced within-class scatter matrix \( W \) to minimize the discriminative information loss at every incremental learning cycle. It is noted that the computational complexity of c-QR/IncLDA can be more expensive than s-QR/IncLDA for single sample processing. However, for multiple samples processing, the computational efficiency of c-QR/IncLDA deterministically surpasses s-QR/IncLDA when the chunk size is large, i.e., \( s \gg d \) holds. Moreover, experiments evaluation shows that the proposed c-QR/IncLDA can achieve an accuracy level that is competitive to batch QR/LDA and is consistently higher than s-QR/IncLDA.

I. INTRODUCTION

Incremental learning (IL) addresses the real-world situation that data is always given in either sequential (i.e., one sample after another) or chunk manner (i.e., a group of samples is presented at a time) [1], [2]. Given an existing discriminant model \( \Omega \) (also called discriminant eigenspace model), the incremental learning of \( \Omega \) is an updating process as follow,

\[
\Omega' = \begin{cases} 
F_{sq}(\Omega, \mathbf{x}) \\
F_{ck}(\Omega, \mathbf{X}), 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \mathbf{x} \) denotes a newly presented data sample, and \( \{\mathbf{x}_i\}_{i=1}^s \) represents a chunk of \( s \) data samples. \( F_{sq} \) and \( F_{ck} \) perform respectively the sequential and chunk incremental learning to calculate the updated model \( \Omega' \) over any newly presented data, in expectation of \( \Omega' = \Omega(\mathbf{X}) \) or \( \Omega' = \Omega(\mathbf{X}^t) \). Normally \( F_{ck} \) is computationally less efficient than \( F_{sq} \) when the chunk size \( s = 1 \) [2], [3]. This paper studies incremental linear discriminant analysis (IncLDA) with a focus on how a \( F_{ck} \) is able to match and surpass the \( F_{sq} \) on the learning efficiency without sacrificing accuracy.

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) seeks a linear projection of data that best discriminates two or more classes by the Fisher’s criterion or its equivalents [4], [5], [6]. In principle, the computing of batch LDAs in different disciplines can be formulated as a \( n \)-tuple model. The classical Fisher LDA [5] constructs the discriminant eigenspace on the within-class scatter matrix \( S_w \) and between-class scatter matrices \( S_b \). Thus a Fisher LDA can be represented as a \( 3 \)-tuple model \( \Omega(\mathbf{X}) = \{S_w, S_b\} \) [2]. The Least Square LDA [7], [8] transforms the LDA optimization into a multivariate linear regression, thus runs as a \( 3 \)-tuple model \( \Omega(\mathbf{X}) = \{C, \mathbf{Y}\} \) in which \( C \) and \( \mathbf{Y} \) are the input centroid matrix and the output indicator matrix, respectively. The QR/LDA performs LDA through a QR decomposition on several dimension-reduced scatter matrices. The discriminant model can be written as \( \Omega(\mathbf{X}) = \{\mathbf{M}, \mathbf{W}, \mathbf{B}\} \) [9], where \( \mathbf{M} \) is the centroid matrix, and \( \mathbf{W} \) and \( \mathbf{B} \) represent the reduced within-class and between-class scatter matrix respectively. In this sense, we understand and conduct IncLDA as an \( \gamma \)-tuple model updating process.

For IL evaluation, Polikar et. al.[10] proposed four general criteria as,

1) It should be able to learn new information from new data.
2) It should not require access to and retain in memory the original data.
3) It should preserve previously acquired information.
4) It should be able to accommodate new classes that may be introduced with new data.

In the case of IncLDA learning, we discuss additionally the following two criteria: 5) It should be able to maintain the same capability as batch LDA on solving Small Sample Size (SSS) problem [5]. 6) It should be able to process multiple instances at one time. As discussed above, IncLDAs involve rounds of updating for renewing each component of LDA. The update rounds grow up, with the increase of newly presented samples. The loss of discriminant information accumulates over each update step. Evidently, the raise of updates gives rise to inefficiencies. Consequently, multiple samples processing is desirable for IncLDA, as it reduces update rounds at each IncLDA cycle.

In the above six criteria, this paper proposes a chunk IDR/QR IncLDA (c-QR/IncLDA) that implements a \( 3 \)-tuple updating model \( F_{ck} \) as,

\[
\Omega' = \begin{cases} 
F_{ck}(\{\mathbf{M}, \mathbf{W}, \mathbf{B}\}, \mathbf{X}), \\
F_{ck}(\{\mathbf{M}, \mathbf{W}, \mathbf{B}\}, \mathbf{Y}), 
\end{cases}
\]

where the IncLDA is conducted on the compressed data matrix \( \mathbf{Y} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times \eta} \), instead of the original data matrix \( \mathbf{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times s} \).
newly presented. Hereafter, a symbol topped with ‘\(\tilde{\cdot}\)’ represents the same definition as without, but corresponds to newly added data samples. For example, \(n\) represents the total number of training samples so far, and \(\tilde{n}\) specifies the number of newly added samples.

II. RELATED WORK

Conceptually, incremental learning (IL) needs to process each data sample to update every component of \(\Omega\) separately, especially sequential IL. Sequential IL updates learning model for merely one sample at one time. Adding one sample triggers a great number of update calculations. The inaccuracies and inefficiencies might build up quickly for IL as the number of data samples increases [11], [12]. Chunk IL is more likely to improve the accuracy and efficiency, because it processes data in chunk manner. In other words, multiple samples are processed at one time, which reduces substantially the number of updates for one incremental learning cycle.

It is worth noting that chunk IL recently has gained increasing attention [11], [13], [2], [14], [12], [15]. For incremental principle component analysis (IncPCA), Hall et al. [11] developed chunk IncPCA by merging original and newly created eigenspaces; Ozawa et al. [12] developed another version of chunk IncPCA by implementing both eigenspace rotation and augmentation. For incremental support vector machine (IncSVM), Karasuyama et al. [16] extended a sequential method [3] to chunk IncSVM algorithm by updating multiple Lagrange multipliers and keeping Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) balance.

The concept of chunk IncLDA is first discussed in Pang’s algorithm (Fisher/IncLDA) [2], in which both sequential and chunk version of Fisher/IncLDA are developed and compared in terms of their computation efficiency, memory usage, and eigenspace discriminability. The comparison results indicate that the computational efficiency of c-Fisher/IncLDA outperforms sequential s-Fisher/IncLDA, and improves continuously with the increase of chunk size. However, this method cannot address the SSS problem [17]. To mitigate the problem, Zhao et al. proposed an alternative chunk IncLDA, called GSVD/IncLDA [18]. GSVD/IncLDA conducts a none-once incremental learning [19], [2], [20], as a result, all newly added data samples are always retained in memory at each incremental learning cycle. Therefore, it is not memory efficient for incremental learning over large size datasets. Considering the drawbacks of GSVD/IncLDA, Liu et al. [8] developed another very different IncLDA, called LS/IncLDA. Since the multivariate linear regression (MLR) is used for model construction instead of eigen-decomposition, it enjoys a better computational efficiency. However, the LS/IncLDA performs merely a sequential data processing, for which inefficiency builds up, since update calculation is performed for every data sample.

The s-QR/IncLDA, proposed by Ye et al. [9], updates the batch QR/LDA by an efficient QR-updating approach. In practice, this method is applicable to any online feature extraction, because for a \(d\)-dimension \(k\)-class data space,

1) it conducts incremental dimensionality reduction in \(d-k\) scale with the least loss of discriminative information.
2) it updates a QR-decomposition of a \(d \times k\) matrix and solve an eigen-decomposition of a \(k \times k\) matrix. Thus, it is computational efficient.
3) it is one-pass incremental learning, where IL is executed for every new data sample presented.
4) the SSS problem is well-handled in the algorithm by applying regularization on the reduced within-class scatter matrix \(W\).

An important drawback of s-QR/IncLDA is, it supports in principle just sequential mode IL. Also, we notice that approximation is involved for the updating of reduced within-class scatter matrix \(W\) and QR-decomposition. This results in the ineffectiveness of s-QR/IncLDA for data with large number of classes. Motivated by the chunk data processing of QR/IncLDA, we propose a new constructive incremental LDA learning method by learning QR/IncLDA from compressed data streams. The idea is, whatever big chunk of data presented for IL, we compress the data into a smaller size dataset, and update the QR/IncLDA by learning from the compressed data. The proposed c-QR/IncLDA inherits not only all remarkable characteristics of s-QR/IncLDA, but also gives in nature better performance than s-QR/IncLDA. In particular, it is capable of processing multiple samples at a time, so that its computational efficiency grows with the chunk size of data. Specifically, the bigger size the dataset provided at one time, the faster speed the proposed c-QR/IncLDA gives. Moreover, the eigenspace discriminability is strengthened owing to the derivation of a deterministically more reliable meanwhile more accurate update of the reduced within-class scatter matrix \(W\).

III. SEQUENTIAL IDR/QR INCLDA

Given \(\Omega = \{ M, W, B \}\) as a QR/LDA discriminant model on \(X\). Let \(\bar{x}\) be a new data sample presented; let \(\bar{x}\) belong to the \(i\)th class. Without loss of generality, let us assume that we have data from the first to the \(i\)th class, just before \(\bar{x}\) is presented. The sequential learning of IDR/QR IncLDA (s-QR/IncLDA) [9] can be described as

\[
\Omega' = \mathcal{F}_{sq}(\Omega(X), \bar{x}) = \{ M', W', B' \},
\]

where we represent a primed variable as its updated version after data insertion. For example, \(n'_i\) denotes the updated number of elements in the \(i\)th class, and \(k'\) as the updated class number.

1) If \(\bar{x}\) belongs to an existing class (i.e., \(i \leq k\)), then \(k' = k\), \(n'_i = n + 1\) and \(n' = n + 1\). The updating of the centroid matrix is calculated as

\[
M' = M + \frac{\bar{x} - m_i}{n'_i} g^T,
\]

where \(m_i\) is the \(i\)th class centroid, and \(g = (0, \ldots, 1, \ldots, 0)\) with 1 appearing at the \(i\)th position. By implementing QR-updating in two stages: 1) Rank-one QR-updating; and 2) QR-updating when inserting a new
row, we can compute the updated QR-decomposition $Q' \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times k}$ and $R' \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times k}$ such that $Q'R' = M'$. The updating of the reduced within-class scatter matrix $W$ is,

$$W' = W + (\alpha - \beta)(\alpha - \beta)^T + n_1\beta^2T,$$  

(3)

where $\alpha = Q^T(x - m)$ and $\beta = Q^T(m' - m)$. The updating of the reduced between-class scatter matrix $B$ is,

$$B' = (R'D - (\frac{1}{n'}R'\cdot h)^T)(R'D - (\frac{1}{n'}R'\cdot h)^T)^T,$$  

(4)

where $D = \text{diag}(\sqrt{n'_1}, \ldots, \sqrt{n'_k})$, $h = [\sqrt{n'_1}, \ldots, \sqrt{n'_k}]^T$, and $r = (n'_1, \ldots, n'_k)$. 2) If $\bar{x}$ belongs to a new class (i.e., $i > k$), then $k' = k + 1$, $n' = n + 1$, and for $i = 1, \ldots, k, n'_i = n_i, n'_{k+1} = 1$. Correspondingly, the updated centroid matrix is,

$$M' = [m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_k, \bar{x}] = [M, \bar{x}].$$  

(5)

The updated reduced within-class scatter matrix is

$$W' = \begin{pmatrix} W & 0 \\ 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}.$$  

(6)

Similar to (4), the updating of reduced between-class scatter matrix is,

$$B' = (R'D - (\frac{1}{n'}R'\cdot h)^T)(R'D - (\frac{1}{n'}R'\cdot h)^T)^T,$$  

(7)

where $D = \text{diag}(\sqrt{n'_1}, \ldots, \sqrt{n'_k})$, $h = [\sqrt{n'_1}, \ldots, \sqrt{n'_k}]^T$, and $r = (n'_1, \ldots, n'_k)$. It is worth noting that when data is presented in chunk manner, s-QR/IncLDA performs learning inefficiently for a single sample at a time. Just for one sample, a large number of updating iterations are carried out in s-QR/IncLDA, however this sample might be discriminatively redundant (i.e., gives no contribution to current discriminant model). Furthermore, the class separability of s-QR/IncLDA compromises for datasets with large number of classes. This is because that serious discriminative information lost occurs for $W$ updating: 1) when the newly presented sample belongs to an existing class, s-QR/IncLDA uses the assumption of $Q' \approx Q$ in (3); and 2) when the newly presented sample comes from a new class, uses another assumption of $W' \approx W$ in (6). However when the class number is large, both assumptions lose generality.

IV. PROPOSED CHUNK IDR/QR INC/LDA

Given a batch QR/LDA eigenspace model $\Omega = \{M, W, B\}$, and a chunk of instances $\bar{X}$ in $k$ classes, which can involve both existing and entirely new categories. Straightforwardly, the set of total class labels is updated as $C' = C \cup (C \cap \bar{C})$ and $k' = |C'|$. The number of total training samples is renewed as $n' = n + \bar{n}$. Then, the problem of the proposed c-QR/IncLDA can be described as

$$\Omega' = \mathcal{I}_c(\Omega, \bar{X}) = \{M', W', B'\}.$$  

$\mathcal{I}_c$ updates $\Omega$ on $\bar{X}$ in three steps: (1) Updating centroid matrix $M$ and its QR-decomposition; (2) Updating the reduced within-class scatter matrix $W$; and (3) Updating the reduced between-class scatter matrix $B$. Note that, differing from s-QR/IncLDA, c-QR/IncLDA can process newly added data from existing and new classes simultaneously.

A. Updating centroid matrix $M$ and its QR-decomposition

To derive $M' \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times k'}$ from $M \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times k}$, the dimensionality of $M$ is augmented from $k$ to $k'$ in order to accommodate new classes in the centroid matrix. In doing so, we insert zero vectors $0$ at $i$th column of $M$ for $i = k + 1, \ldots, k'$ and $j$th column of $M$ for $j = k + 1, \ldots, k'$. Thus, $M \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times k}$ is augmented to $M \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times k'}$ upon the presence of $\bar{X}$. Here, ‘*’ refers to augmented matrices, and will be applied throughout the paper.

Applying matrix augmentation to $M = QR$, we have $M = Q'R$. Straightforwardly, $Q'R$ can be obtained by recomputing a QR-decomposition on $M$, or by a QR-updating on $Q'R$. However, both approaches are computationally expensive due to the high complexity of matrix decomposition or multiplication. For efficient $Q'R$ augmentation, we propose a rule of matrix augmentation for QR-decomposition in Proposition 1, which involves only manipulations of matrix partition or combination.

**Proposition 1:** Given $A = (A_1, A_2) = QR \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times k}$ with $A_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times (i - 1)}$ and $A_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times (k - i)}$. If a zero vector $0$ is inserted as $\hat{A} = (A_1, 0, A_2)$, then the QR-decomposition $Q'R$ of $\hat{A}$ can be computed as

$$Q'R = Q_1, 0, -Q_2 \begin{pmatrix} R_1 & 0 & R_2 \vspace{0.3cm} \\
0^T & 1 & 0^T \vspace{0.3cm} \\
R_3 & 0 & -R_4 \end{pmatrix},$$  

(8)

where $Q_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times (i - 1)}, Q_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times (k - i)}, R_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{(i - 1) \times (i - 1)}, R_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{(i - 1) \times (k - i)}, R_3 \in \mathbb{R}^{(k - i) \times (k - i)},$ and $R_4 \in \mathbb{R}^{(k - i) \times (k - i)}$. Note that, $Q = (Q_1, Q_2)$. $R = \begin{pmatrix} R_1 & R_2 \\
R_3 & R_4 \end{pmatrix}$, and $R_4$ is a zero matrix. The detailed proof is given in the appendix.

According to the definition of the centroid matrix, we reformulate $M' = \begin{bmatrix} m_1, n_1, m_2, n_2, \ldots, m_k, n_k \end{bmatrix}$ as,

$$M' = \hat{M} + \Delta.$$  

(9)

Therefore $\Delta = \begin{bmatrix} \bar{n}_1(m_1 - m) & \ldots & \bar{n}_k(m_k - m) \end{bmatrix} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times k'}$. Note that $\Delta$ here identifies the residue information of newly presented data.

To calculate $Q'R'$, we apply the thin Singular Value Decomposition on $\Delta$, namely $\Delta = U\Sigma V^T$ and obtain a summation of rank one matrices products [21] as,

$$\Delta = \sum_{j=1}^{\eta} \Sigma(j, j)U(1 : d, j)V^T(j, 1 : k') = \sum_{j=1}^{\eta} u_j v_j^T,$$  

(10)

where $\eta = \text{rank}(\Delta)$, $u_j = \Sigma(j, j)U(1 : d, j)$ and $v_j = V(j, 1 : k')$.  
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Substituting (9) into (8), we can calculate \(Q'R'\) by an iterative QR-updating procedure as,
\[
Q'R' = Q^{(n+1)}R^{(n+1)} = Q^{(n)}R^{(n)} + u_jv_j^T \\
\cdots = (Q^{(j)}R^{(j)} + u_jv_j^T) + \sum_{j=j+1}^{\eta} u_jv_j^T \\
\cdots = (Q^{(2)}R^{(2)} + u_2v_2^T) + \sum_{j=3}^{\eta} u_jv_j^T \\
= (Q^{(1)}R^{(1)} + u_1v_1^T) + \sum_{j=2}^{\eta} u_jv_j^T \\
= \hat{Q}R + \sum_{j=1}^{\eta} w_jv_j^T.
\]

Here, we define the recursive function \(\mathcal{P}\) such that
\[
\hat{Q}^{(j+1)}R^{(j+1)} = \mathcal{P}(\hat{Q}^{(j)}R^{(j)}).
\]
Thus, for each iteration of (10),
\[
\mathcal{P}(\hat{Q}^{(j)}R^{(j)}) = \hat{Q}^{(j)}(\hat{Q}^{(j)}R^{(j)} + u_jv_j^T) \\
= \hat{Q}^{(j)}(\hat{Q}^{(j)} + u_jv_j^T) \\
+ (I - \hat{Q}^{(j)}\hat{Q}^{(j)\top})u_jv_j^T \\
= \hat{Q}^{(j)}(\hat{Q}^{(j)} + w_jv_j^T) + f^{(j)}v_j^T,
\]
where \(j = [1, \ldots, \eta]\), and \(w^{(j)} = \hat{Q}^{(j)\top}u_j\) and \(f^{(j)} = (I - \hat{Q}^{(j)}\hat{Q}^{(j)\top})u_j\). \(Q'R'\) can be calculated by applying the two-stage QR-updating method on (11) as in [9].

B. Updating the Reduced Within-Class Scatter Matrix \(W\)

For updating the reduced within-class scatter matrix \(W\), similar to the updating of \(M\), the \(k\)-dimension \(W\) is augmented to \(k'\)-dimension \(\hat{W}\). Again to avoid matrix multiplication, we simplify the augmentation of \(W\) following the rule of Proposition 2.

Proposition 2: Given \(W = Q^TH_wH_w^TQ \in \mathcal{R}^{k \times k}\), if a zero vector \(0\) is inserted as the \(i\)-th column into \(Q \in \mathcal{R}^{d \times k}\), such that \(\hat{Q} = (Q_1, 0, -Q_2) \in \mathcal{R}^{d \times (k+1)}\) where \(Q_1 \in \mathcal{R}^{d \times (i-1)}\) and \(Q_2 \in \mathcal{R}^{d \times (k-i)}\), then we have
\[
\hat{W} = \hat{Q}^TH_wH_w^T\hat{Q} = \begin{pmatrix}
W_1 & 0 & -W_2 \\
0 & 0 & 0^T \\
-W_3 & 0 & W_4,
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where \(W_1 \in \mathcal{R}^{(i-1) \times (i-1)}, W_2 \in \mathcal{R}^{(i-1) \times (k-i)}, W_3 \in \mathcal{R}^{(k-i) \times (i-1)}, W_4 \in \mathcal{R}^{(k-i) \times (k-i)}\), and \(W = \begin{pmatrix}
W_1 & W_2 \\
W_3 & W_4
\end{pmatrix}\). The detailed proof is given in the appendix.

Based on \(\hat{W}\), the reduced within-class scatter matrix \(W'\) can be determined with the help of Proposition 3.

Proposition 3: Given an augmented reduced within-class scatter matrix \(\hat{W}\) and a set of new training samples \(X\), the reduced within-class scatter matrix can be updated as
\[
W' = \hat{W} + \tilde{W} + E
\]

where \(\hat{W} = Q^TH_wH_w^TQ', \tilde{W} = Q^TH_wH_w^T\hat{Q}', E = \sum_{i=1}^{k'}(\bar{m}_i(\alpha' - \beta')(\alpha' - \beta')^T + n_i(\beta'\beta'^T)), \alpha' = Q^T(\bar{m}_i - m_i), and \beta' = Q^T(m_i' - m_i).\) The detailed proof is given in the appendix.

Consider \(\hat{W} = Q^TH_wH_w^TQ'\) and \(Q^{(j+1)} = \mathcal{P}(Q^{(j)})\), there should exist an iterative function \(\mathcal{P}\) for \(W\)
\[
W^{(j+1)} = \mathcal{P}(W^{(j)}), j = 1, \ldots, \eta
\]
such that \(\hat{W} = W^{(n+1)}\) when \(j = \eta\).

To simplify deduction, we define two sets of the Givens rotations \([21] G^{(j)}\) and \(J^{(j)}\), which represent \(G^{(j)}_{k',1,2}, \ldots, G^{(j)}_{k',k',k'}\) and \(J^{(j)}_{k',k',k'}, \ldots, j^{(j)}_{1,2}\) respectively. Then following (13), we have
\[
W^{(j+1)} = Q^{(j+1)\top}H_wH_w^TQ^{(j+1)} \\
\approx [\mathcal{P}(Q^{(j)\top})]H_wH_w^T[\mathcal{P}(Q^{(j)\top})] \\
\approx G^{(j)\top}J^{(j)\top}H_wH_w^TQ^{(j)}J^{(j)}G^{(j)} \\
\approx G^{(j)\top}J^{(j)\top}\hat{W}^{(j)}J^{(j)}G^{(j)};
\]
where “\("\) is used to represent the applications of the Givens rotations to \(\hat{W}^{(j)}\). Note that approximation in (14) is made by assuming that \(\hat{W}^{(j)}\) is not varied in the second QR-updating stage.

C. Updating the Reduced Between-Class Scatter Matrix \(B\)

We use the same process for updating \(B\) as in [9], which can be written as
\[
B' = (R'D - (\frac{1}{n}R'r)h^T)(R'D - (\frac{1}{n}R'r)h^T)^T
\]
where \(D = \text{diag}(\sqrt{n_1}, \ldots, \sqrt{n_{k'}})\), \(r = (n_1', \ldots, n_{k'}')^T\), and \(h = [\sqrt{n_1}, \ldots, \sqrt{n_{k'}}]\).

V. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

This section provides the time complexity analysis of the proposed c-QR/IncLDA with a comparison to the s-QR/IncLDA. The term “flam”, which denotes an addition and a multiplication, is used for presenting operation counts [22]. Consider a single round of updating the \(3\)-tuple model \(\Omega = \{M, W, B\}\) by both s-QR/IncLDA and c-QR/IncLDA. We measure the time complexity of updating \(M, W, B\) separately for every single new sample presented for IL. Our aim is to find the maximum time cost regardless of whatever class the incoming sample belongs to.

For s-QR/IncLDA, the maximum time cost occurs when the new sample belongs to an existing class, since it involves more complicated calculations on \(W\) and \(QR\) than the case when new sample comes from a new class. In this case, the updating of \(M\) requires \(dk^3\) flam, namely \(O(dk^3)\). According to [23], total operation counts for the two-stage QR-updating is \(9dk^2 + \frac{2}{3}k^3\) flam, so its time complexity should be \(O(dk^2 + k^3)\).

With regard to the scatter matrices, it requires \(d(k + \frac{1}{2}k^2) + k^3\) flam for updating \(W\) and \(\frac{3}{2}k^3 + 2k^2\) flam for \(B\). Hence, the time complexity for updating \(W\) and \(B\) is determined as \(O(dk^3 + k^3)\) and \(O(k^3 + k^2)\), respectively.

In the proposed c-QR/IncLDA, an matrix augmentation operation is employed before all updates. We have \(M \in \mathcal{R}^{d \times k}\).
\[ \tilde{M} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times k}, Q \in \mathbb{R}^{l \times k}, R \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times k} \] and \( W \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times k} \) augmented from \( k \) or \( k' \) to \( k' \), so the total time complexity of augmentation is \( O(dk' + k^2) \). For updating \( \tilde{M} \), it requires \( dk' \) flam and thus the time complexity is \( O(dk') \). For updating the \( Q \tilde{R} \), the SVD on \( \Delta \) requires \( 4dk'^2 + 8k^3 \) flam according to [22], and the subsequent two-stage QR-updating on \( Q \tilde{R} \) is a \( \eta \)-iteration process, which requires \( 9\eta dk' + \frac{6}{7}\eta k^2 \) flam. Adding up the above two steps, the total time complexity for updating \( Q \tilde{R} \) is therefore \( O(dk'^2 + k^3 + dk' + k^2) \). As discussed in Section IV, the update of the reduced within-class matrix \( \tilde{W} \) follows Proposition 3, in which the operation counts for computing \( \tilde{W} \) by (13) and (14) are \( 6\eta k'^2 + k'^3 + dk' + 6\eta k' + k'^2 \) flam, and the operation counts for computing \( \tilde{W} \) and \( E \) are \( dk' + k^2 \) and \( k^4 \) flam. Hereby for updating \( \tilde{W} \), the total operation counts is \( 2k^3 + 2dk' + 6\eta k'^2 + 2k'^2 + 6\eta k' \) flam, namely \( O(k^3 + dk' + k'^2) \). For updating the reduced between-class scatter matrix \( B \), the time complexity is similarly to s-QR/IncLDA as \( O(k^3 + k'^2) \) based on (15). In general, for incremental learning with respect to a single sample, the total complexity of c-QR/IncLDA is \( O(dk'^2 + k^3 + dk') \), which is greater than the complexity of s-QR/IncLDA, i.e., \( O(k^3 + dk) \), since \( d \gg k \) and \( k' \gg k \).

The time complexity discussed above is summarized in Table I. As seen in Table I, for incremental learning with respect to a single sample, the total complexity of c-QR/IncLDA is \( O(dk'^2 + k^3 + dk') \), which is greater than the complexity of s-QR/IncLDA, i.e., \( O(k^3 + dk) \), since \( d \gg k \) and \( k' \gg k \).

However for incremental learning on a chunk of \( s \) samples, s-QR/IncLDA can only process the data iteratively in \( s \) cycles. Thus, it gives \( \Omega(s(k^3 + dk)) \). In contrast, the proposed c-QR/IncLDA processes the whole chunk of \( s \) samples at one time. According to Proposition 3, the actual time cost is determined by \( \eta \), the rank of \( \Delta \). Hence, the time complexity for c-QR/IncLDA is \( O(\eta dk'^2 + k^3 + dk') \).

Matching the running efficiency of the c-QR/IncLDA with s-QR/IncLDA, \( s(k^3 + dk) = \eta dk'^2 + k^3 + dk' \), since \( k \leq k' \), we have the minimal chunk size \( s \) as,

\[
\frac{\eta dk'^2 + k^3 + dk'}{k^3 + dk} \geq \frac{\eta k'^2}{k^3 + dk} + \eta \quad (16)
\]

Note that \( s \) is greater than \( \eta \). Proof: consider \( k \ll d \), without loss of generality, we enlarge the denominator of (16) by replacing the \( k^3 \) item with \( dk' \), thus we have

\[
s \geq \frac{\eta k'^2}{dk + d} + \eta = \frac{\eta k'^2}{k(k+1)} + \eta > \eta \quad (17)
\]

Thus for incremental learning of one chunk of \( s \) samples, c-QR/IncLDA can compress information of the data into \( \eta \) equivalent samples. This reduces \( s - \eta \) cycles learning as compared to the s-QR/IncLDA. As such learning reduction \( s - \eta \) increases, the computational efficiency of c-QR/IncLDA (in terms of the total time cost to complete the learning of a whole dataset) is expected to match and surpass s-QR/IncLDA, despite the higher complexity of c-QR/IncLDA for incremental learning of single sample.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We examined the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed c-QR/IncLDA with a comparison to s-QR/IncLDA and batch QR/LDA, based on equality to the ground truth eigenspace, class separability of the embedding eigenspace, and execution time. All the experiments were implemented on an Intel 2.26GHZ Core i5 PC with 4GB Ram.

A. Data Description

We selected five benchmarked facial recognition datasets and one combined face dataset for the following performance and efficiency evaluation experiments.

1) The AT&T (ORL) face dataset \(^*\) consists of 400 face images from 40 persons (10 images per person). Each image has the size of 92×112 pixels. The images were taken at the same background but at different time, with faces varied at either facial expressions (e.g., open/closed eyes and smiling/non-smiling) or facial details (e.g., glasses/no-glasses).

2) The Altkom dataset \(^\dagger\) [24], [25] is composed of 1200 face images from 80 persons (15 images per person) with different poses. The size of image is normalized to 46×56.

3) The MPEG-7 dataset has 1355 face images from 271 persons (5 images per person) [26], [27], [13]. Each image has the size of 23×28 pixels. The dataset is collected from AR(Purdue), AT&T, Yale, UMIST, University of Berne, and some of them are obtained from MPEG-7 news Videos.

4) The XM2VTS dataset \(^\ddagger\) [24], [25] contains 2950 face images from 5 recordings of 295 persons. Each recording has two head shots taken at two different time (i.e., 10 images per person). Each image has the same size of 46×56 pixels.

5) The extended version 1 MPEG dataset \(^\S\) [24], [25] is a combination of several public face sets (e.g., AR and ORL). It collects 3175 images from 635 persons (5 images per person) with the exhibition of illumination and view variations. All images have the same size of 46×56.

6) The Combined face dataset includes total 5050 images from 1010 persons (5 images per person). Among all the

\[\text{http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/research/dtg/attarchive/facedatabase.html} .\]
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images, 400 images are selected from the Altkom dataset (80 persons), 1475 images from XM2VTS dataset (295 persons), and 3175 images from the version 1 MPEG dataset (635 persons). The size of image is kept the same as 46×56.

**B. Experiment Setup**

For incremental learning over each dataset, we first construct an initial discriminant eigenspace using 10% of the face images, in which at least two classes of data are guaranteed to be included according to the definition of classic LDA [5]. The remaining 90% training instances are divided equally and arbitrarily into nine chunks/groups and presented to the learner sequentially. As a reference, we also apply batch QR/LDA to perform the same incremental learning task. As the incremental learning proceeds, the learner is provided with chunks of new data in a sequential manner until all data from the dataset are consumed.

**C. Similarity to Ground Truth Eigenspace**

To examine the similarity between the discriminant eigenspace from the c-QR/IncLDA and that from the ground truth QR/LDA, we set deliberately the chunk size \( k \) to 1, and use the c-QR/IncLDA for sequential incremental learning. We examine c-QR/IncLDA, s-QR/IncLDA and the batch LDA on the UCI Iris dataset [28] which has three classes and 150 samples in a 4-dimension space. We calculate the inner products between the discriminant eigenvectors from the c-QR/IncLDA and the counterpart of the batch QR/LDA at every learning stage, and record the converging procedure of the c-QR/IncLDA and s-QR/IncLDA, respectively.

Fig. 1 reveals the difference between two IncLDAs on their converging procedure to batch QR/LDA. As seen, both IncLDAs converge to the Batch QR/LDA for sequential incremental learning. This shows that the c-QR/IncLDA is equivalent to the ground truth on Iris dataset. The proposed c-QR/IncLDA has not only fewer but also far smaller fluctuations than the s-QR/IncLDA on all three axes. Specifically on the d1 axis, the c-QR/IncLDA is found converging to the ground truth over 100 stages earlier than the s-QR/IncLDA; and on the other two axes performing similarly to the s-QR/IncLDA. This suggests that with reference to the ground truth, the proposed c-QR/IncLDA has deterministically less discriminative information lost for incremental QR/LDA learning, thus is expected to have better stage learning performance (in terms of stage class separability evaluation) than the s-QR/IncLDA, even if it is just being used in sequential learning mode.

**D. Class Separability**

To evaluate the class separability of the proposed c-QR/IncLDA, we project the data presented so far to the current LDA eigenspace and then classify the data using a \( k \)-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) classifier. The dimensions of the embedding spaces of both s-QR/IncLDA and c-QR/IncLDA are set to the number of classes, and the classification accuracy is measured by leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation.

Fig. 2 shows the experimental results, where the proposed c-QR/IncLDA is compared to s-QR/IncLDA and batch QR/LDA, at every incremental learning stage, which is identified as the percentage of data presented so far. As seen in the figure, although the c-QR/IncLDA resembles closely the trend of s-QR/IncLDA for all six datasets, the performance of the c-QR/IncLDA apparently approaches the ground truth batch QR/LDA and is better than the s-QR/IncLDA. Such performance difference arises at the beginning stage and amplifies quickly in a few cycles of learning. For dataset Altkom and XM2V, c-QR/IncLDA seems to even outperform the batch QR/LDA.

**E. Computational Efficiency**

In this experiment, c-QR/IncLDA is compared with s-QR/IncLDA on CPU time cost. To observe the relationship between the execution time and chunk size (size of the added subsets), we use different chunk sizes ranging from 5 to 1220 with a step of 5 in the experiment, and record the differences between c-QR/IncLDA and s-QR/IncLDA at every incremental learning stage.

Fig 3 (a) compares the time cost between c-QR/IncLDA and s-QR/IncLDA at each stage when chunk size is set to 100, 250, and 350, respectively. As seen, when the chunk size is 100, the time cost of stage learning of s-QR/IncLDA is smaller than that of c-QR/IncLDA, and the difference is as large as 20 seconds on average. However at 250, the efficiency of c-QR/IncLDA is competitive to s-QR/IncLDA, and its efficiency surpasses the s-QR/IncLDA, when the chunk size is greater 100.

We further measure the total time cost of c-QR/IncLDA to compute a discriminant model for all 1,355 samples of MPEG-7 dataset under different chunk sizes. To better clarify the comparison between c-QR/IncLDA and s-QR/IncLDA,
we show the s-QR/IncLDA time minus the c-QR/IncLDA time in Fig. 3 (b). As seen, the efficiency of c-QR/IncLDA improves quickly with the increase of the chunk size. When chunk size reaches 240, c-QR/IncLDA matches s-QR/IncLDA in efficiency. The superiority of c-QR/IncLDA in efficiency occurs and stands when the incremental sizes are greater than 290. The difference scales up to over 100 seconds, when the chunk size is increased to 1220.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Incremental learning increments a system with the knowledge acquired from newly presented data. In literature, such knowledge increment is achieved mostly by incremental learning from raw data, such as GSVD/IncLDA [18], LS/IncLDA [8], s-QR/IncLDA [9], and Fisher/IncLDA [2] etc., or more efficiently by knowledge merging (i.e., append knowledge extracted from raw data to current system), such as PCA merging [11] and LDA merging [29]. Alternatively, this paper proposes a new solution to incrementing a QR/LDA system by learning efficiently over the compressed data of any newly presented raw data.

The proposed c-QR/IncLDA processes a whole chunk of data for every incremental learning cycle. The core techniques of c-QR/IncLDA are summarized as below

1) Two efficient matrix augmentation methods have been proposed. They allow us to easily accommodate information of new classes contained in chunk data through expanding the dimensions of matrices $Q$ and $W$.

2) A new method for incremental updating of $W$, which is more accurate than the existing approach, has been successfully developed in this paper. This is achieved by relaxing a key assumption on $Q$ and $W$ that is vital to existing algorithms but may be significantly violated as the number of classes increases.

Unlike Pang’s IncLDA [2] where only the chunk data of one class can be acquired each time, the proposed c-QR/IncLDA is capable of absorbing newly presented data samples of arbitrary classes. Experimental results show that the performance (i.e., accuracy) is improved in our algorithm, especially when processing data with large number of classes. In addition, comparing with existing s-QR/IncLDA, the proposed algorithm also produces transformation matrices that are much similar to those obtained by Batch QR/LDA.

As we noted in the paper, the reduced between-class scatter matrix $B$ in the existing s-QR/IncLDA and the proposed c-QR/IncLDA are not incrementally updated but completely recomputed. As a matter of fact, whenever new data are presented for the incremental learning procedure, there should exist an incremental learning rule such as $B' = B + \Sigma$. One important future challenge would be to develop such an incremental mechanism for calculating $\Sigma$ and subsequently updating $B$. Once realized, we believe the efficiency of c-QR/IncLDA could be improved further. As analyzed in section V, the time complexity for recomputing $B$ is $O(k^3)$. It is straightforward to see that if the reduced between-class scatter matrix can be updated through $B' = B + \Sigma$, which only requires $O(k^2)$, significant reduction of computation cost...
can be achieved. Additionally, our time complexity analysis showed that when \( s > \eta \), the computational efficiency of c-QR/IncLDA can match and even exceed that of s-QR/IncLDA. This has been mathematically proved. However, it remains as another future challenge to find a general formula for determining the exact match point and surpass point.

Fig. 3: Comparison on time cost with different incremental sizes, c-QR/IncLDA vs. s-QR/IncLDA.
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